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Does a post with specific emotional content that is posted on Twitter by an influen-
tial user have the capability to affect and even alter the opinions of those who read it?

Accordingly, “influential” users affected by this post can then affect their followers so

that eventually a large number of users may change their opinions about the subject
the aforementioned post was made on? Social Influence can be described as the power

or even the ability of a person to yet influence the thoughts and actions of other users.

So, User Influence stands as a value that depends on the interest of the followers (via
replies, mentions, retweets, favorites). Our study focuses on identifying such phenomena

on the Twitter graph of posts and on determining which users’ posts can trigger them.
Furthermore, we analyze the Influence Metrics of all users taking part in specific discus-

sions and verify the differences among them. Finally the percentage of Graph cover when

the diffusion starts from the “influential” users, is measured and corresponding results
are extracted. Hence, results show that the proposed implementations and methodology

can assist in identifying “influential” users, that play a dominant role in information

diffusion.

Keywords: Graph Mining, Fuzzy Sets, Information Diffusion, Knowledge Extraction,

Social Media Analytics, User Influence, Sentiment Analysis

1. Introduction

Given the global spread of social media usage over the last years, it has become

clear that microblogging platforms, like Twitter, are being used as a means to either

express or be informed about the personal views of many users on various subjects.

Additionally, the simplification of posting and sharing content on these platforms

has led to the creation of vast amounts of information on a daily basis, so that the

following question arise: “Is it possible to analyze all this content in such a way that

certain of its aspects, like sentiment or informational values, can be obtained in the
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form of meta-data? Can this meta-data be processed and used in such a way that

future information from the exact source will be affected in a desired way?”.

Tweets have the form of small sentences up to 140 characters long, that can be

accompanied by a photo. Many Twitter users post a vast amount of information to

the public or selected circles of their contacts on a daily basis and a logical assump-

tion, that specific analysis of this information can thus lead to results that convey

knowledge about certain aspects of the users’ characters, such as their beliefs, emo-

tional states or behavior patterns could be established. The users’ posts in Twitter,

unlike in other networks, have some special characteristics. The short length that

the posts are restricted to have, results in more expressive emotional statements.

This enormously continuous stream of Twitter data posts, reflects users’ opinions

and reactions to phenomena from political events all over the world to consumer

products 31.

Analyzing tweets and recognizing their emotional content is a very interesting

and challenging topic in the microblogging area. It is necessary for deeper under-

standing of people’s behavior, but simultaneously for describing public attitude

towards different events and topics as well. Therefore it could be helpful in predict-

ing the spread of posts and information diffusion in the network. Such an analysis

can have a great impact on platforms like Twitter, where users’ posts hold more

emotional content than other platforms due to the existing restriction in the length

of users’ posts.

Lately, great interest for the results of research in this field has been shown

not only by members of academic communities all across the world, but also by

companies that care about users’ opinions and reactions to various phenomena

from political events to consumer products. Hence, it is of paramount significance

to detect the specific Twitter users, whose opinions are expressed through their

tweets and have the most influence on the opinions, beliefs and sentiments of the

rest of the users. Such users are often called “influential” and play a key part in

actively shaping the general mood around certain subjects discussed on Twitter.

Just like in real life communities, most social media users tend to agree with those

among them who have high social status or specific traits, like extensive knowledge

on some field or fluency of speech.

PageRank has also served as a model for computing digital influence. For in-

stance, TwitterRank 34 factors in the similarity between accounts as well as edge

patterns. The authors claim in the same work that TwitterRank outperforms other

related algorithms such as In-degree, PageRank, and Topic-sensitive PageRank. An-

other algorithm derived from PageRank is TunkRanka, which recursively computes

the digital influence of Twitter account.

The primary contribution of this work is to highlight the propagation of influen-

tial users’ posts on a Twitter graph and thus, to effectively predict the alternation

of the emotional bias influence of future posts by other users on certain subjects.

ahttps://thenoisychannel.com/2009/01/13/a-twitter-analog-to-pagerank
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Our proposed method analyzes the sentiment of all the posts on a given subject of

discussion on Twitter and calculates the positive or negative bias of that particular

discussion. Additionally, we propose the evaluation of all the users who took part

in the discussion, based on their influence metrics, as well as the forming of a group

having the most influential users. Another significant contribution constitutes the

Fuzzy Random Graph, where each edge between two Twitter users shares an equal

probability of contact, thus being independent from the other pairs. Finally, the

Rate of Covered Users (or percentage of Graph cover) in case the diffusion starts

from the “influential” users, is presented. Hence, we can state that our assump-

tion of the “influential” users playing a dominant role in information diffusion, has

been verified. All the aforementioned features utilize a dynamically refined frame-

work that takes into consideration features of the Twitter network as well as fuzzy

methodologies, e.g. random graph.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows: Section 2 presents back-

ground topics in influence estimation, complex networks and fuzzy sets. Section 3

focuses on our proposed methodology. Section 4 details the implementation of the

system, while Section 5 presents the evaluation of the experiments and the results

gathered from our proposed method. Finally, Section 6 recapitulates the conclusions

and enumerates directions for future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. User Influence

Commercial companies and associations could exploit Twitter for marketing pur-

poses, as it provides an effective medium for propagating recommendations through

users with similar interests. Moreover, viral marketers could exploit models of user

interaction to spread their content or promotions quickly and widely 20.

Analyzing and determining the opinion of the public regarding news and topics in

social media, constitutes a rather active research area with an abundance of works

and a wide range of applications varying from government agencies to financial

and commerce companies 18,30. For example, governments would like to have an

estimation of the public’s attitude towards their political actions, while commercial

companies would like to know how users comment on products and spot specific

target groups 33. Twitter and other social media platforms have actually facilitated

citizens’ protests against government and ultimately even revolutions. Therefore,

governments and law enforcement agencies are now placing a greater emphasis on

examining and controlling the structure of social networks 15. Authors study the

emotion synchronization for a group of individuals in a social network; they try to

model human emotion as a fractional order system and in following, a decentralized

potential field-based function is developed, so as to ensure that the emotion states of

all individuals asymptotically converge to a common equilibrium while maintaining

social bonds. They have found that social network users tend to put greater trust

in a close friend than some random person, and thus, can be more easily influenced
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by this close friend.

In the work presented in 5, authors investigate how ratings on a piece of content

affect its author’s future behavior. Notably, authors studied whether community

feedback regulates the quality and quantity of a user’s future contributions in a

way which benefits the community. Moreover, they found that negative feedback

leads to significant changes in the author’s behavior, which are much more salient

than the effects of positive feedback.

The significance of estimating the behavior of a user in a Twitter network with

respect to the percentage of their “influence” has already been discussed and several

modifications have been proposed 12,14,16,17. Specifically, in 14, the authors extend

the notion of influence from users to networks and considered personality as a key

characteristic for identifying influential networks. Their proposed system creates in-

fluential communities in a Twitter network graph by considering users’ personality;

the authors used an existing modularity-based community-detection algorithm and

later extend it by inserting a pre-processing step which eliminates graph edges based

on users’ personality. In 16,17, a methodology for estimating the importance and the

influence of a user in a Twitter Network is described. Moreover, the authors propose

a schema where users are represented by nodes and the edges, which connect these

nodes, represent the relations of Follower to Following introduced by Twitter. The

metric type for the influence is determined with the use of well known features of

Twitter, including the Frequency of users posts, the number of Followers, etc.

Furthermore, the analysis presented in 27 is also worth mentioning. The creation

of Influence Tracker, a publicly available website where anyone can rate and com-

pare the recent activity of any Twitter account, is presented. This Influence Metric

depends on the number of Tweets, Followers, Following as well as Frequency. The

main difference of our proposed methodology, regarding influence estimation, is the

emotional analysis which we take into consideration along with the user information,

e.g. Twitter analytics.

2.2. Complex Networks

The epidemic spreading achieves high attention towards the understanding of the

unfolding of dynamical processes in complex networks. Authors in 24 reviewed and

presented various solved and open problems in the development, analysis and finally

in the control of epidemic models. A coherent and comprehensive review of the

vast research activity concerning epidemic processes is presented in 25. A similar

work is presented in 21, where authors study the spreading of infections in complex

heterogeneous networks based on an SIRS (Susceptible - Infectious - Recovered

- Susceptible) epidemic model with birth and death rates. Specifically, the SIRS

model is considered in the clustered scale-free networks, in order to examine the

effect of network community structure on the epidemic dynamics.

Generally, the modelling of complex networks provides a lot of information and

can assist in thoroughly understanding their characteristics. It enables the simula-
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tion, analysis as well as prediction of the behavior of processes taking place in them,

such as diffusion or information retrieval.

The model of Erdös and Rényi 9 is one of the first network models that represents

the random graph. Notably, the random graph model is characterized by the number

of nodes and by the probability of connecting two arbitrarily selected nodes. Each

one of the pairs of nodes is associated with an equal probability to each other,

independent of the other pairs 7,9. The Erdös - Rényi model has been accepted

due to its properties which facilitate the network modeling. Random graphs do not

reflect the structure of real networks, because the degrees of random graph nodes

follow the Poisson 10, instead of the power-law distributionb 1. Thus, the Erdös -

Rényi model does not reflect the effect of clustering, while the random graph can

be considered a perfect model choice for studying complex networks 9.

2.3. Fuzzy Sets

Zhang et al. 36 recalled the definition of intuitionistic fuzzy sets and the principle

of information diffusion. Moreover, they introduced some constraint conditions for

satisfying the requirements of conversion from intuitionistic fuzzy sets into fuzzy sets

and deduced a new conversion operator which seeks to obtain one and only fuzzy set

for each intuitionistic set. Additionally, they provided a new fuzzy entropy formula

for intuitionistic fuzzy sets, based on a distance which is similar to the consideration

for ordinary fuzzy sets. Their preliminary numerical experiments demonstrated that

the proposed entropy formula has a simple format and is convenient for operation.

Lin and Liao 22 studied the privacy preserving publishing of social network data

and presented a new methodology to model the social network data as directed

graphs with signed edge weights; formally define privacy, attack models for the

anonymization problem. Their main advantage of their graph clustering algorithm is

that it can effectively group similar graph nodes into clusters with minimum cluster

size constraints. They presented a series of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness

and utility of their approach on anonymizing social network data.

Zhang et al. 37 presented a new framework for improving the credibility and the

speed of service diffusion in social network. More analytically, they proposed a new

method which identifies nodes with better trust values and better diffusion char-

acteristics by utilizing the trustworthy relationship among social network nodes.

They evaluated the proposed method against a non-centralized control model such

as the flooding model and the random walk model. Their reported numerical re-

sults revealed that the proposed method can efficiently identify the optimizational

trustworthy nodes in less computational time.

In more recent works, Keshavarz et al. 19 considered a novel approach for gene-

rating sentiment lexicons and assigning numerical scores to words present in text,

based on the frequencies of words in positive and negative text. These lexicons are

bhttp://www.necsi.edu/guide/concepts/powerlaw.html
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used to calculate meta-level features, which can be used alongside the features of

other lexicons to improve their accuracy. Their experiments on six datasets illus-

trated the efficiency of their proposed framework.

3. Proposed Method

This section presents the architecture of the system which has been developed, in

order to address the needs of the present work. Figure 1 illustrates its components,

as well as the information flow between them. The main functions of this system

are the social media crawler component, the tweet emotion recognition system and

the influence processing method.

The proposed methodology aims to set the basis for the creation of a model

for analyzing conversations on Twitter. Initially, a large number of tweets from

a specific topic discussed on Twitter are gathered with the use of a social media

crawler, which traverses the Twitter graph and extracts the posts made, as well as

the corresponding users who addressed them, along with other information about

them (number of followers, retweets, etc).

3.1. Fuzzy Logic and Risk Estimators

The concept of risk plays a central role in modern epidemiology. More to the point,

in recent works, individuals at risk are supposedly exposed or non-exposed to a

certain cause with the aim of being in following categorized as diseased or non-

diseased 23,29.

In this work, a different approach is introduced, as we incorporate the concepts of

fuzzy logic and individual outcomes. Individuals are assumed to be exposed to some

risk factor according to certain fuzzy set membership functions and in following

their response is categorized according to other fuzzy set membership functions.

As a next step, risk analysis is utilized by applying fuzzy set theory as well as

maximum likelihood. By introducing these aspects, fuzzy relative risk ratio under

individual heterogeneity is calculated, thus giving us more realistic estimators than

their classical counterparts.

One classic kind of risk estimator in epidemics is the Risk Ratio (RR) which

is defined as the ratio of the conditional probability of developing a disease given

that one is exposed to a certain cause p(D |E), to the conditional probability of

developing the disease given that one is not exposed to the cause p(D |E), which

is:

RR =
p(D |E)

p(D |E)
(1)

Nevertheless, in case the risk ratio is defined in terms of conditional probabilities,

then it is reasonable that under fuzzy logic setting it should be defined in terms of

conditional possibilities. A possibility distribution function r associated with a fuzzy

subset A is numerically equal to its grade of membership function µA
35, which is:
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Social Media Crawler

User Influence
Metrics Calculation

Fuzzy Random Graph

Information Diffusion
over Fuzzy Graph

Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the proposed methodology

r(x) = µA(x); ∀x ∈ X, (2)

where X is a set serving as the universe of discourse and measure π is given by:

π(A) = max
x∈A

r(x). (3)
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Furthermore, another kind of risk estimator that can be introduced is the Fuzzy

Risk Ratio (FRR). This ratio is defined as the ratio of the conditional possibility

of developing a given disease severity d given that one is exposed to a certain level

of a causal factor e, to the conditional possibility of developing disease severity d

given that one is not exposed to the causal factor e.

The fuzzy risk ratio estimator should then be defined in terms of conditional

possibilities and thus it is expected to be proportional (∝) to the ratio between

the conditional possibility of developing a certain disease given that one is exposed

to a suspected factor Poss(D |E), to the conditional possibility of developing the

disease given that one is not exposed to that factor Poss(D |E), which is:

FRR ∝
Poss(D |E)

Poss(D |E)
(4)

3.2. Social Media Crawler

In this subsection, the methodology for estimating the influence of a Twitter user

in a specific Twitter graph is introduced as in 14. The social media crawler creates a

social media graph where the nodes represent the users and the edges represent the

“Following” relationships among these users. In our paper, we utilize a topic-based

sampling approach where tweets are collected via a number of different keyword

search queries.

More specifically, the Twitter graph is generated in the following way. Initially,

for a concrete #hashtag, the users and their corresponding followers, which have

posted a tweet within a given time period, are retrieved. Subsequently, users that

follow each other or have a common follower, are connected in order for the graph

to be utilized. The process for generating the Social Media Graph is presented in a

more analytical and detailed way in Algorithm 1.

3.3. User Influence Metrics

This subsection describes the set of metrics taken into consideration for the present

manuscript. Some of them have been already proposed in our previous works
8,12,14,17. User features are extracted by calculating and combining different mea-

sures, as proposed in the following paragraphs.

A social media crawler traverses the utilized Twitter graph of posts on a subject

specified by a search query and returns a number of posts big enough to ensure opin-

ion and emotion diversity. The time interval and the number of Tweets per keyword,

as will be presented in following subsections, were two months and about 20.000,

respectively. We consider zero time according to the timestamp of the first tweet

containing the requested #hashtag and ending time according to the timestamp of

the last such tweet by the time of query.

Specifically, as already stated in our previous works, we take into consideration

some additional features that deal with interaction among different users in Twitter,
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Algorithm 1 Generation of Social Media Graph

Require: Query/Keyword #q

Ensure: The sample Graph Users and lists Followers[] and Newnodes[] are com-

puted

1: identify set of tweets for given #q, T = {t1, t2, . . . , ti}
2: ∀ tweet ti ∈ T
3: ui ← user of tweet ti
4: Followers[i] ← Followers of c [i]

5: for all ti ∈ T do

6: Users← Users ∪ ui
7: end for

8: identify set of followers of a user uk, Followers[uk] = {f1, f2, . . . , fj}
9: for all uk ∈ Users do

10: for all fj ∈ Followers[uk] do

11: if fj ∈ Users then

12: link fj with uk
13: else

14: for all ul ∈ Users and ul 6= uk do

15: if fj ∈ Followers[ul] then

16: Newnodes← Newnodes ∪ fj
17: link fj with uk and link fj with ul
18: end if

19: end for

20: end if

21: end for

22: end for

23: Users = Users ∪ Newnodes

i.e. the number of Retweets and Replies they address as well as the Clicks, Favorites

and Mentions received. Regarding Clicks, Favorites and Mentions received, these

factors indicate that for some corresponding users, their posts may have a great

amount of impact compared to other users 2,3,6,28. Concerning Clicks, three different

numbers are estimated in order to compute this feature, namely, Link clicks (Clicks

on a URL in the Tweet), Permalink clicks (Clicks on the Tweet) and User profile

clicks (Clicks on the name, username, or profile photo of the Tweet user).

Table 1 summarizes the features, which can be computed by these rankings.

User Influence Metric 1. Conversational accounts have a high number of tweets,

retweets, conversations, favorites, mentions and clicks. The conversational metric

µc is calculated as

µc
k

4
= |Tk|+ |Rk|+ |Ck|+ |Vk|+ |Mk|+ |Clk| (5)

User Influence Metric 2. Multisystemic accounts have a high number of hashtags
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Table 1. Data for the k-th account

Feature Meaning Feature Meaning

Tk Tweet set Rk Retweet set

Ck Reply set Mk Mention set

Folk Follower set Frk Friend set

Hk Hashtag set Vk Favorite set

Clk Click set Fk Frequency

in their tweets, retweets and conversations. These accounts are probably proficient

in a broad range of topics. The multisystemic metric µm is calculated as

µm
k

4
= |Hk| (6)

User Influence Metric 3. Energetic accounts have a high number of tweets over a

given time interval. This behavioral pattern likely indicates knowledge of or strong

opinion about a particular topic. The energetic metric µe is calculated as

µe
k

4
= Fk (7)

User Influence Metric 4. Popular accounts have a high number of followers. Al-

though Twitter popularity does not necessarily correspond to optimal diffusion,

highly followed users exert limited influence since they are often read. The popu-

larity metric µp is calculated as

µp
k

4
= |Folk| (8)

User Influence Metric 5. Affiliated accounts have equal number of followers and

friends. This metric depends on the Jaccard similarity coefficient 11, where the

result is 0 when the two sets (followers and friends) are disjoint, 1 when the two

sets are equal and otherwise the output takes values between 0 and 1. In addition,

this metric constitutes a commonly used indicator regarding the similarity between

two sets, e.g. two sets are more similar when their Jaccard index is closer to 1 while

on the other hand, they are more dissimilar when their Jaccard index is closer to 0.

The affiliation metric µa is calculated as

µa
k

4
=
|Folk ∩ Frk|
|Folk ∪ Frk|

(9)

User Influence Metric 6. The atomic influential metric computes the geometric mean

of many of the above metrics. The assumption we take into consideration by ex-

amining the semantic property of this metric is that in most cases when a user has

influential Followers, then probably he is an “influencer” too. Assuming that the

path of influence is by following a user (e.g. like an edge between two nodes in a

graph), a potential action between these two users could be a Retweet, a Reply, a

Mention or a Favorite. The atomic influential metric µi is calculated as

µi
k

4
= (|µc

k| |µa
k| log (1 + |Frk|) log (1 + |Folk|))

1
4 (10)
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in order to capture the total online presence of an account.

3.4. Fuzzy Random Graph

The proposed model is based on the Erdös - Rényi random graph, as presented in

Algorithm 2, where each edge between two Twitter users shares an equal probability

of contact (via “Following”), thus is independent from the other pairs. While the

diffusion of information in the corresponding graph was implemented according to

the transient contacts model, its spread takes a fair amount of time to evolve.

It’s worth mentioning that the contacts are transient and this does not neces-

sarily last through the whole life of the epidemic, but only for specified periods.

We have slightly alternated Erdös - Rényi random graph in the way that there

is some dependence between whether or not the edges are present. This approach

is taken into consideration because in many practical problems, the vertices are in

fact randomly positioned in some geometric space (usually Euclidean). Furthermore,

two vertices are adjacent if and only if the distance between them (in some spec-

ified norm) is less than a certain quantity. These corresponding points are usually

uniformly distributed in [0, 1]n.

In the present manuscript, we tried to incorporate some basic notations from

the random-duster model by biasing the formula for the probability of a set of edges

in order to favour certain kinds of graphs arising. In this kind of models, given a

graph G = G(V,E) and a set of edges A ⊆ E, then let c(V,A) denote the number

of components of the graph whose vertex set is V and corresponding edge set is A.

Then, the probability that the arising edges are exactly as those in A is:

p|A|(1− p)|E|−|A|qc(V,A)∑
F⊆E p

|F |(1− p)|E|−|F |qc(V,F )
(11)

Observe that when q = 1, the Erdös - Rényi model is recovered. In addition,

if q > 1, graphs with many components are favoured, whereas if q < 1, the con-

nected graphs are favoured. Notice that the study of this model is closely linked to

percolation theory and statistical physics 4.

3.5. Tweet Sentiment Bias Calculation

This subsection presents an additional calculation that our proposed scheme utilizes.

Notably, the initial posts are analyzed and their sentiment content is extracted

and evaluated using a popular sentiment analysis tool 32, entitled SentiStrengthc,

while the users are sorted by their influence metric. The main reason for choosing

SentiStrength is its procedures for decoding non-standard spellings and methods

for boosting the strength of words, which accounted for much of its performance.

chttp://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/
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Algorithm 2 Transient Contacts Model

1: input All possible edges are considered and in following included in the graph

with probability p.

2: input Variable d that determines the probability that modified edges are recip-

rocal.

3: for i = 1 to N do

4: for j = i+ 1 to N do

5: Set a uniform random number u between 0 and 1.

6: if p > u then

7: Create a reciprocal edge between node[i] and node[j].

8: else

9: if d > u then

10: Create a directed edge from node[i] to node[j].

11: Create a directed edge from node[j] to node[i].

12: else

13: Create a directed edge from node[i] to node[j].

14: Set a uniformly randomly chosen node[h] from the set of all nodes

excluding node[i] and node[j].

15: Create a directed edge from node[h] to node[i].

16: end if

17: end if

18: end for

19: end for

This information is used by our model for recognizing whether a user is capable

of changing the sentiment bias of a given conversation on Twitter. The results of

the performed sentiment analysis are combinations of words and signed integers,

which represent their sentiment weight. Each post is then assigned a signed integer,

that stands for its sentiment bias value, calculated by combining the data created

in the previous step.

The sign of the sentiment bias of each post containing such word combinations

is compared to the sign of the cumulative bias of the N previous and next posts.

If these two signs are equal, then the bias of the equivocal post is considered to be

equal to these, otherwise it is equal to the bias calculated in the usual way by the

sentiment classifier.

In addition, the Tweet Emotional Bias Calculation process is presented in Al-

gorithm 3. The process initially takes each post of the corresponding user as input

and in following it performs sentiment analysis with the use of the aforementioned

sentiment bias calculator tool. Finally, this process returns a signed integer for every

post that a user has addressed.

The biases calculated are now used in conjunction with the user information

provided by the social media crawler, in order to pinpoint potentially influential
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users among those participating in the given discussion. This is done in two consec-

utive steps, which are followed repeatedly for each of the users taking part in the

discussion. Initially, in the first step, the sign of the cumulated bias of two N -sized

windows is calculated. The first window contains the N posts that precede the cur-

rent user’s post, while the second window contains the N posts that follow it. The

window N takes values equal to 15, 30 and 60.

Algorithm 3 Tweet Sentiment Bias Calculation

1: output Sentiment in the form of an integer

2: for all term ∈ Tweet do

3: perform sentiment analysis (Tweet, term, integer)

4: end for

5: for all termi ∈ Tweet do

6: integer ←
∑i

j=1 integerj .

7: end for

8: return (User, Tweet, integer)

In the second step, the two signs calculated previously are compared. Being

equal, the current user’s post is not considered influential enough to alter the dis-

cussion bias and the user is marked as unexceptional. If the two signs are not equal,

then it is inferred that the current user’s post may have been the cause of the change

in the emotional bias of the discussion at that point and the user is added to a list

of potentially influential users.

Since our motivation stems from the fact that we are interested in identifying

the more influential, for a period of time, users, the ratio alone is not enough and

thus, an extra procedure must be followed so as to ascertain their influence on

other Twitter users. This sentiment analysis comparison between large numbers of

previous and later posts can help us determine in a more accurate way the influence

of specific users on other ones. Notably, assume that posts from a concrete user on

a discussion prove to have been the reason for alternations in the corresponding

discussion emotional bias; then an influence metric value is assigned to this user for

this specific discussion.

The rationale behind this last step is that if a user is influential in the current

period but had not the same percentage of influence before, then this user is con-

sidered to be non-influential for the current discussion. On the other hand, if both

present and past discussions of an individual prove to be influential, then this user

is added to the list.
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4. Implementation

4.1. Twitter Discussions Synopsis

Definition 1. A Twitter egg is an account with no followers.

Definition 2. A star is a bipartite graph where the one partition is a singleton.

The vertex of this singleton is connected to all remaining vertices.

We implemented the methodology described using Twitter4jd, a Java based

platform utilized for interacting with the Twitter API. The Twitter subgraphs were

collected in a time interval of two months, that is (01/06/2017 − 31/07/2017). A

topic-based sampling approach was used where tweets are collected via a keyword

search query. More specifically, data for three given discussions on Twitter having

about 20.000 Tweets, namely #BringBackOurGirls, #HillaryClinton and #Repub-

licans, were downloaded.

The properties of the one out of three datasets (e.g. #BringBackOurGirls) are

presented in Table 2. The first column has fundamental graph structure properties

such as the number of edges and triangles, whereas the second column has Twit-

ter specific properties such as the average tweet length and the average number

of followers. Note that the vertices are accounts and the directed edges represent

“following” relationships.

There is a small fraction of eggs and stars. There are 35 stars which are comprised

of 190 vertices, namely the 155 eggs plus the 35 stars. The remaining 8971 vertices

belong to a single, large component which is densely connected since its diameter

equals 9. These structural characteristics indicate an active social network.

As we are interested in creating social media graphs with high degree of dense

connections and not just some random graphs, we tried to introduce the same

properties regarding the other two datasets.

Table 2. Subgraph properties for #BringBackOurGirls

dataset

Property Value Property Value

Vertices 9161 Hashtags 11

Edges 39152 Tweets 21315

Triangles 213 Retweets 9133

Squares 72 Avg. Following 3.17

Stars 35 Avg. Followers 4.13

Components 32 Eggs 155

Diameter 9 Avg. Tweets 102.8

dhttp://twitter4j.org/en/index.html
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4.2. Discussions Sentiment Calculations

Table 3 presents the percentages of sentiment biases on the three corresponding

Twitter datasets. What we can observe is that in all discussions, both the three cat-

egories are present. Positive polarity describes the emotions that change the emo-

tional stance towards a better situation, while in contrast, negative polarity tends

to affect human psychology situation towards an unpleasant direction. Moreover,

in political discussions, the negative polarities have lower percentages as users, who

have a stable opinion towards a certain person or certain party (e.g. #HillaryClin-

ton and #Republicans), and thus seem to address posts having a positive stance

towards them.

On the other hand, the discussion #BringBackOurGirls achieves positive perce-

ntage of 68% as users tend to write in a more assertive way in this topic hoping

to learn positive news about the 276 female students who were kidnapped from the

Government Secondary School in Nigeria.

Table 3. Percentages of Sentiment Bias on 3 Twitter
datasets

Discussion Pos Neutral Neg

#BringBackOurGirls 68 9 23

#HillaryClinton 43 39 18

#Republicans 21 56 23

In addition, one major issue is that in the two datasets that are highly correlated

to politics, namely #HillaryClinton and #Republicans, the neutral distribution of

the examined tweets are 39% and 56% respectively. This is something that is long

anticipated since SentiStrength has human-level accuracy for short social web texts

in English, except political texts. Thus, this inefficiency of the selected tool could be

upgraded by a manual annotation and verification of a subset of the neutral Tweets

in the examined domain, i.e. politics.

5. Evaluation

We have conducted our experiments with the use of three out of six Influence Met-

rics, namely Conversation (Influence Metric 1), Affiliation (Influence Metric 5) and

Atomic Influence (Influence Metric 6). The evaluation constitutes of the difference

among the Influence Metrics score as a percentage, the Information Diffusion, the

identification of the Top-k Users and the Influential Users, based on the area of

Sentiment Analysis.

5.1. Influence Metrics

As previously mentioned, the Influence Metrics for all users were computed. In order

to gain a deeper insight on the variations between the aforementioned Influence
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Metrics, we present a figure depicting the difference in percentage among the metrics

score as proposed in Subsection 3.3. The results are presented in Figure 2 and are

conducted for the top 100 ranked users. The vertical axis represents the percentage

of Influence Metrics starting from 100% where horizontal axis represents the 100

users starting from the one with the highest Influence Metric.

Users
0 20 40 60 80 100

20

40

60

80

100 Conversational 
Affiliated 
Atomic Influential 

Fig. 2. Influence Metrics Ranking Percentages

It is worth noticing that there are differences in the ranking produced by these

three Influence Metrics, as different features are taken into consideration.

The intuition behind this, is to provide the exact metric values for each user who

belongs in the higher 100 regarding Influence Metrics and thus, compare these three

metrics. Our results show that all Influence Metrics decrease and Conversation as

well as Atomic Influence have almost equal values with some variations. Also, both

Conversation and Atomic Influence Metrics are stabilized at percentages equal to

40% and 50%, while Affiliation Metric is stabilized at a percentage equal to 20%.

5.2. Information Diffusion

Our approach in information diffusion is based on a novel idea that considers fuzzy

random graph patterns. We claim that when taking into account user’s influence

metrics in information diffusion, a more realistic information diffusion process can

be constructed. The most important factor which affects the transmission of the
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tweets is the followers’ probability of retweeting 13,27. So, the percentage of covering

a Twitter graph is measured in this subsection.

Figure 3 presents the Rate of Covered Users (or percentage of Graph cover)

in case the diffusion starts from the “influential” users. We can therefore observe,

that almost the 30% of total users are enough in order to cover the whole graph of

users. Hence we can state that our assumption of the “influential” users playing a

dominant role in information diffusion, is verified. The vertical axis represents the

percentage of Atomic Influence Metric where the user with the highest metric has

value equal to 100% and the horizontal axis represents the rate of covered users.

This percentage is derived from the “Following” relationships among users of the

generated graph. Specifically, taking as input the ascending order list of the users

with the highest Atomic Influence Metric, we observe that with use of the 30% of

these users, the users of the whole graph can be informed for a specific post.

Users
0 20 40 60 80 100

20

40

60

80

100 Diffusion in Twitter graph

Fig. 3. Rate of Covered Users

5.3. Top-k Users

For the purposes of user evaluation of the different result sets, we organized an online

survey and asked social media users to anonymously complete some web forms. A

web application linked to a database was developed where anonymous answers were

concentrated for later process.
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A sample of 350 students associated with the University of Patras were given the

topics as well as the top-10 users with the highest Influence Metric, and in following

they could browse through the tweets. After browsing through the datasets, users

were asked to choose the most influential username per topic, according to what

they believed. They were presented with three forms, one for each topic, where they

were required to rank each of the usernames participating in the topics with a rank

between 1 to 10 according to whether they are influential or not. The final rank for

a username is the sum of ranks it has gained.

To understand the effectiveness of each proposed Influence Metric, we have used

Precision and Pearson Correlation Coefficient metrics 26 in order to measure the

correctness of the results and find out whether there is an agreement between the

results and user evaluation for the ranking order of users. Figures 4 and 5 present the

results related to these two metrics. One can see an improvement in the Precision

as well as in the Pearson Correlation Coefficient for the Atomic Influence metric.

#BringBackOurGirls #HillaryClinton #Republicans
0,0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1,0
Conversational 

Affiliated 

Atomic Influential 

Fig. 4. Precision of each Influence Metric

5.4. Influential Users

In order to further evaluate our research proposal, we tried out various combinations

of window sizes as stated in Subsection 3.5. To obtain the optimal results, we have

used window sizes which do not exceed the 1/3 of the total number of users. This

upper limit for the window was selected in order to ensure that user influence is

examined in a small scale within the given discussions.
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Please notice that the corresponding abbreviations for Table 4 are as follows;

Not for Not Influential, Pot for Potentially Influential and Inf for Influential users.

#BringBackOurGirls #HillaryClinton #Republicans
0,0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8
Conversational 

Affiliated 

Atomic Influential 

Fig. 5. Pearson Correlation Coefficient of each Influence Metric

From Table 4, it is clear that the percentage of potentially influential users is

significantly greater than that of the actually influential ones. Another observation

deriving from the results, is that the increase in window size leads to a decrease of

the number of both possible as well as actual influential users. By increasing the

window size, we include more posts in the input used by the system during the user

influence calculation phase of the methodology. In that way, each user’s influence

on the posts that precede and follow their own, is calculated more accurately.

Table 4. Percentage of Not Influential/Potentially Influential/Influ-

ential users on 3 Twitter datasets for 3 different Window Sizes

Hashtag
Window

Size Not Pot Inf

#BringBackOurGirls 15 72 20 8
#BringBackOurGirls 30 83 13 4

#BringBackOurGirls 60 85 10 5
#HillaryClinton 15 75 20 5

#HillaryClinton 30 81 15 4
#HillaryClinton 60 87 10 3
#Republicans 15 52 36 12
#Republicans 30 77 17 6

#Republicans 60 85 11 4
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Finally, the numbers illustrated in Table 4 show that, in most cases, the number

of influential users does not exceed the 1/10 of the number of total users in a

discussion. This could be coincidental and entirely dependent on the subject of the

given discussion. Even if this is the case though, it is clear that influential users do

not make posts on any given subject of discussion. The reasons for the existence of

this phenomenon seem to be social or psychological.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel method for identifying which of the users, taking

part in a given discussion on Twitter, are “influential”. More in detail, taking as in-

put data from Twitter topics, we measure several Influence Metrics and in following

analyze users’ posts on the basis of sentiment bias. By implementing these processes

and testing them on Twitter, we discover that the number of influential users tends

to be quite small on most discussions, since they seem to avoid making posts on

discussions already heavily influenced by other influential users. Another significant

contribution constitutes the Fuzzy Random Graph, where each edge between two

Twitter users shares an equal probability of contact (via “Following”), thus being

independent from the other pairs. In addition, while the diffusion of information

in the corresponding graphs was implemented according to the transient contacts

model, its spread takes a fair amount of time to evolve.

As work to come, we are interested in predicting the possible future existence

of influential users in discussions, which have not been influenced by such users

before. Moreover, analysis from dynamic systems’ theory or even different algorith-

mic analytical tools can be incorporated. A more extensive experimental evaluation

can additionally be considered as direction for future work. Finally, the adoption

of efficient heuristics on time-varying graphs is very promising and thus, can be

introduced in our proposed work.
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